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 how to make nawa arahadi budu guna, chor alu nawa arahadi budu guna/sinhala meaning, nawa arahadi budu guna learning. Nawa Arahadi Budu Guna means: One in the East in the west, At the north end, and at the south end, when its grasses, a wide, beautiful, lush green bordered by brown-red ground, So, very big. It’s beauty is widespread and leaves so much to be desired. The height of Nawa
Arahadi Budu Guna is over 2.5 meters. Nawa Arahadi Budu Guna is the biggest and strongest banana plant in Sri Lanka. It’s a member of the Musa × paradisiaca group. Nawa Arahadi Budu Guna belongs to the sub species of the Musa paradisiaca species “Nawa”. Nawa Arahadi Budu Guna is available in all over the island. They are cultivated for religious and cultural purposes. It is used as an offering
to the Gods. Its roots are used in medicines. It is also used for the making of musical instruments. Some people use the leaves to make a bread called “Upsawa”. Nawa Arahadi Budu Guna is a medium-sized plant. The plant has a big trunk. The root of Nawa Arahadi Budu Guna has five pointed, flat, and white colored roots, the seeds are round in shape. Its petiole (A plant stem that connects a leaf or

stem to a leaf blade. ) has five pointed, flat, green colored leaves. Nawa Arahadi Budu Guna has a wide belt like green color ground that is surrounded by a brown red color ground. Nawa Arahadi Budu Guna is widely cultivated throughout the island. Its yield is better than other banana plants. Its leaves are generally used for some purposes. Nawa Arahadi Budu Guna is widely grown and it is cultivated
in many provinces. Cultivars of Nawa Arahadi Budu Guna are grown in Sabaragamuwa, Uva, Galle and Western provinces. Nawa Arahadi Budu Guna is a member of the Musa × paradisiaca group. It is a large-sized plant with many large fruits. It 82157476af
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